DEPARTMENT 14
GROUP EXHIBITS
Awards: E - 15, G - 10, W - 5.
Rules and Regulations:

Exhibit must be in place by 12:00 noon on Saturday (except for Animal Building exhibits,
which must be in place by 1:00 pm on Monday) to qualify for judging.

Open to any county youth organization composed of regular members & leaders/advisors.

Exhibits in the Trolley Building to occupy table or ground space no larger than a card table.
Exhibitors to furnish own table and decorations.

Exhibits to show some phase of youth work or project teaching of an educational nature. This is
an opportunity to exhibit members' work not applicable to any division.

Note preferred location of exhibit and write class number on advance entry.

If exhibitor is not a 4-H group, confirmation and further information about set-up and take down
of exhibit will be provided.
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SECTION A
ORGANIZATION EXHIBITS
Trolley Building (must be in place by 12:00 noon on Saturday)
Knights Building (specify animal area)
Wachob Building
Cattle Barn (specify animal area)
Llama Barn
Swine Pavilion

SECTION B
CLUB BANNERS
Banners will be judged for the first year they are exhibited and participation ribbons will be given for
every year after unless major changes to the banner have been made. The banner should be at least 2’
x 4’ and no bigger than 4' x 6' and made to hang. Banner communicates the name and location of club,
project interests, and possibly members' names. Note on entry if this is the 1st year the banner is
being entered or if major changes have been made to it.
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Trolley Building (must be in place by 12:00 noon on Saturday)
Knights Building (specify animal area)
Wachob Building
Cattle Barn (specify animal area)
Llama Barn
Swine Pavilion
SECTION C
GROUP DEMONSTRATIONS

13.

Working Demonstration – A hands-on demonstration with the public is preferred and must be
a minimum of 1 hour. Points awarded - 15.

